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System

Here is presented the batch growth of a two-organism culture on two substrates, in 
which both species can utilize both substrates (Kim et al., 1988), but where the 
organisms have opposing substrate preferences. 

The two bacterial species involved are: Klebsiella oxytoca (XA) and Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa (XB). The two substrates are glucose (Y), which is preferred by K. 
oxytoca, and citrate (Z), which is preferred by P. aeruginosa.

Fig. 1. Organism XA prefers substrate Y, and organism XB prefers substrate Z.



Model Assumptions

uThe overall individual growth rate of each species at any time is the sum of the rate  

of growth on glucose plus the rate on citrate.

uThe specific growth rate on each substrate depends on the concentration level of 

some key enzyme responsible for the rate-controlling step E.

u An inhibitor I is produced from the growth of K. oxytoca (Bacteria-A) on glucose 

and inhibits the growth of P. aeruginosa (Bacteria-B) on citrate. The inhibitor is 

thus a growth-associated product.



Model

The growth rates, µij, for each organism are the sums of the growth rates on

glucose and citrate. The subscripts i and j have the following meaning: i refers

to the organisms (K. oxytoca - A and P. aeruginosa = B) and j refers to the

substrate (glucose = Y and citrate = Z). The levels of the key enzymes are

denoted by E.

The biomass balances for the batch system are



The specific growth rate equations for the two organisms on each substrate are 
given by :

The substrate balances are given by :

Model



Model

Inhibitor ( I ) production is growth associated to organism A, and its decay is 
proportional to the cell concentration. The balance for the inhibitor is

The balances for the key enzymes, which control the growth on secondary 
substrates are given by :

and



Model
The oxygen uptake rate (OUR), carbon dioxide evolution rate (CER) and dissolved 
oxygen tension (DOT) are given by :

The cell mass fractions are given by :
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CER Carbon dioxide evolution rate kg/(m3 h)
DOT Dissolved oxygen tension %
F Cell mass fractions -
I Inhibitor concentration kg/m3

K Saturation and inhibitions constants kg/m3

KLaCO
* Oxygen transfer rate kg/(m3 h)

OUR Oxygen uptake rate (normalized) kg/(m3 h)
S Substrate concentration kg/m3

X Biomass concentration kg/m3

Y Yield coefficients kg/kg
E Level of key enzyme -
M Specific maintenance rates kg/(kg h)

α Yield constant for inhibitor kg/kg

β Consumption rate constant for inhibitor kg/(kg h)
µ Specific growth rate 1/h

Nomenclature
Symbols



A Refer to K. oxytoca
B Refer to P. aeruginosa
C Refer to carbon dioxide
I Refer to inhibitor

M Refer to maximum
O Refer to oxygen
P Refer to dilution due to cell division
R Refer to repression
S Refer to substrate
Y Refer to glucose
Z Refer to citrate

Nomenclature
Indices



Exercises
1) First test the model for each species separately. Run the simulation with the 
initial concentration of one species equal to zero. Graph the cell concentration , the 
substrate concentrations and  the key enzyme levels for growth on the secondary 
substrate against time for the two runs. Notice the substrate preferences for each 
organism and the differences in key enzyme production.
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2) Run the simulation for mixed-culture growth. Graph the parameters as above. 
What differences do you see in the production of the two key enzymes? Graph the 
cell fraction versus time; what are the final levels? What does this tell you about the 
possibilities of continuous culture under these conditions?

Exercises



3) Vary KI from 0.00001 to 0.001. What effect does this have on the final cell 
fractions for the two organisms?
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4) Vary α between 0.0007 and 0.07. What happens to the cell fractions and the rate 
of inhibitor production? What effect does this have on key enzyme level production?
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5) Vary the ratio kPAZ /kPBY. What effect does this have on the time necessary to 
exhaust citrate?
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6) Vary the ratio of initial concentration of substrates from 0.1 to 10. At which values 
do the changes between runs become evident? Why?
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7) Vary the ratios of the initial cell concentrations and the initial substrate 
concentration.
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8) Alter the model for continuous culture.
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